It would be
a childhood dream
come true if

I ever got to play
a Roman or Greek
goddess
Interview with Sarah Shahi
by László Harsányi
Thanks to Universal Channel Sarah Shahi, the
lead actress of Failrly Legal visited Budapest not
long ago and with a little luck I managed to pick an
interview slot with her.
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LH: Welcome to Budapest! First of all I saw your
tweet, probably right after you had arrived. What
did catch you? What was the instant reaction that
you are going to love?

and this place is rich with that. I just knew I would love
it from the moment we landed, it’s just feel it in the air.
LH: Thank you! First about the present show, Fairly
Legal. You told in another interview that Kate is Dorothy and the tornado in one person. Very honestly
sometime I like to catch and shake some sense into
her. What’s the reaction to the character, because
she is very kind, very nice, full with good intentions
and a good habit to blow everything up.

Sarah Shahi: I don’t know, there was something in
the air, you know. From the moment we got to the airport we got an incredibly warm and friendly greeting
from the people at the airport. It just seemed like a city
that I don’t know, It just felt like the people were warm
and friendly annd amazing and kind. I like cities that
are old and rich in history and culture - and this is definitely one of those cities. Than the first night we went
out to this amazing dinner in a restaurant by the river,
so Budapest was everything that I thought was gonna
be and more. I love music, I didn’t realize that gipsy
music was so popular here, so I’m going to a place
tonight to watch it. So again it’s like you know those
old world traditions and customs are things that I love

Sarah Shahi: Yes, that’s right, you are absolutely
right. I’d also like to say that she is the kind of girl
you want to kiss her in one minute and punch her the
next. She is a child to me, Kate Reed is a child. She
is incredibly impatient, she is very selfish, all of these
stems from her having such a passionate heart. And
like you said also her intentions are incredible. Kate
has actually has the biggest heart probably of any of
the characters on TV right now. She leads with her
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heart and her mind sometimes follows, sometimes
doesn’t. And if anything that’s what gets her trouble
more than anything. But for me I would much rather
play a character who is that courageous, who is that
brave, to function in a world where it’s very corporate,
it’s a very corporate world. People for the most part
find answers to their law cases in the law books, it’s all
very brainy, very heady stuff and she is brave enough
to go into the opposite direction.

first season Lauren and Teddy had been together for
probably five years. Up into that point the only person
who was in Kate’s life was her dad. Yes she had Justin
but she was very close to her father. So her comes this
another woman, who is young, probably young enough
to be Teddy’s daughter, so even though it sound very
petty, I think you can understand why somebody who
was not emotionally mature, somebody who is a child
like Kate would respond like that towrds Lauren. Here
comes this other woman, she also comes from money,
they are similar in age, blonde, beautiful and now she
is taking Daddy away from me. And then it’s like you
know I feel like Kate had abandonment issues with her
father when he met Lauren. So again, I have a stepfather myself and I don’t feel like this towards him but I
think anybody who maybe has lost a parent or has felt
any kind of abandonment issues would feel threatened
by the presence of someone else who could take their
only parent away.
LH: In this season we were introduced Ben...
Sarah Shahi: Yes! Ben...
LH: I must say I feel sorry for Michael Truocco. He
should make a closure in his next contracts that if
there is a “Kate” in the show he has to get her, Kate
Reed is the second Kate after Castle’s Kate Beckett who dumps him. The finale is going to be today
evening - who you are rooting for?
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LH: I was very glad that Kate and Lauren came
closer in this season than they were in the previous one. Sometime I felt that Kate was very judgemental, no matter what she [Lauren] did. Are we
going to see a change in this in the future?

Sarah Shahi: You know Laszlo, you are a fan of the
show, aren’t you?

Sarah Shahi: Right, exactly. I think that in the end
of the day thses two people are like mixing oil and
vinegar. I don’t think they ever become the friends,
I don’t think they ever go shopping with each other.
But I think the second season does prove that the element that ties these two characters together is Terry
Reed, the dad, the husband and the law firm. So for the
sake of the law firm, for the sake of the respect for the
same man they loved they come together to help each
other out in the second season. I think that this goes to
tshow that no matter how different these two are from
each other, and I mean they’re night and day from one
another, they will still put everything aside to come to
the help of the other one.

LH: Yes, of course.

LH: What I felt in the first season was that while
Lauren respected Kate – had reservations, but respected her – Kate had denied any kind of respect
towards Lauren.
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Sarah Shahi: I like that, you ask some very good
questions. To be honest with you there are times when
I root for neither of them and there are times when I
root for both of them, so why can’t I have both? I don’t
want to give anything away like you said, I almost
wish we could have done this interview tomorrow.

Sarah Shahi: She absolutely did. You know Kate, the
character we shaped and created was somebody who
was incredibly loyal and very close to her father. Her
mother died when she was young and Lauren came
into the picture later on their life. When we started the
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LH: I can come back!

to say he is somebody who I grew a lot after working
with him.

Sarah Shahi: (Laughs) You know, there are things
about Ben that I don’t think would ever work out with
Kate and there are traits of Justin that I don’t think
would ever work out with Kate. I have moment where
I go back and forth where I don’t want any of them to
win and there are moments where I kind of like “Hey
why can’t she have both?” What girl wouldn’t want to
have two cute guys? If she could?

LH: You are very lucky that there were a lot of
shows in your career which are in the category of “if
you haven’t seen that you don’t watch TV-shows”
and you have not only worked in them but were the
core part of them. The L-words, I liked it, though
obviously I wasn’t the tipical audience of the show,
but after a few episodes it was easy to forget that
it was about lesbians, it was not the main topic
that the conflicts were between women. And Life,
that is a bleeding wound even now...

LH: There was something strange in the promo of
the finale episode. Kate talks to Lauren and says
that it’s quite a “Downtown Abbey situation”. I was
surprised I don’t remember that there was ever a
European TV show mentioned in an American one
in a way as if everybody should know what you are
talking about.

Sarah Shahi: I know, I know!
LH: James Gandolfini had the greatest impact, but
who made you the most star-strucked, when you
heard that “OMG, I’m going to work with him”?

Sarah Shahi: Well, I think the only reason it happened honestly that the writer of the show and myself
are huge fans of Downtown Abbey. So it was kind of
an inside joke between the two of us, more than anything. Instead of talking about the show or scripts, we
get on the phone and talking about Downtown Abbey.
So eventually he wrote it in.
LH: Your career started with Robert Altman when
you met him in Texas. Who had the greatest influences on you whom you worked with, actor, director, anybody?
Sarah Shahi: James Gandolfini from Sopranos was
pretty big for me, I learned a lot from him. You know
he’s a big man, physically, he is very large and he also
has a very big presence. When he was working, when
he would be on set he gave himself a hundred percent, body and soul, every take, every time. He was so
open, he just opened up his heart and put it in front of
you. It was so beautiful to watch. I remember he was
testing me, by doing things differently, every take to
see if I would respond, to see I would change, to see
how I would react to him. And I passed, I did! I have
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Sarah Shahi: I guess I have to say Sylvester Stallone.
The Bullet to the Head, it comes out in February. I
had to go and to meet him and we met at the Peninsula Hotel which is a very big, splashy hotel in Beverly
Hills. I remember I was reading a newspaper and I was
waiting for him and I had the newspaper up to my face
and I was kinda looking over it, to see where he was.
Then I saw him approached me and I stuck my head
back down and I was just thinking “What am I going
to say? I don’t know what to say!” The whole time that
we were talking together I don’t even remember if I
acually made eye contact with him once. I think my
face was just buried down and I was just maniacly just
downing my coffee like there were just shots of vodka
or something, I just didn’t know what to do.
But you know, considering that he’s such an international icon he was so down to earth, he was so
grounded. He had a great sense of humour about who
he is. Now it’s no big deal, it’s Sly, it’s whatever, but at
the time I was very star strucked.
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LH: I don’t remember that I have ever seen you in a
costume show.
Sarah Shahi: No, I haven’t. I’ve never done a period
movie.
LH: But you mentioned you like historical richness,
and you told that you admire in the European history that there were so many strong female characters in the history who made the decisions even
though they were not the rulers. If you made a period movie, who would you play?
Sarah Shahi: That’s a good one. You know there’s
a lot of different roles that I want to play. You know,
not only what I love to play, something like you said,
a time period. I would love anything in the renaissance times, that would be great. But it would be a
woman, not necessarily who was in the monarchy, but
somebody who started out lower. Almost like a Joan
of Arc and had to lead a revolution, or something like
that. Also wouldn’t mind like westerns are also something I’d love to do, playing a Calamity Jane kind of
character. Another one is I’ve always been fascinated
by roman and greek mythology. When I was a kid I
used to watch Jason and the Argonauts and fantasized
that Zeus would come down one day and make me
his bride... So this is another one, it would be a childhood dream come true if I ever got to play a Roman or
Greek goddess and some mythological movie.
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LH: You posted a picture with a huge tattoo on you,
I think it was from this movie, wasn’t it?
Sarah Shahi: Yes, I was covered.
LH: Was it made each day?
Sarah Shahi: Pretty much, yes. It was hard, it was
four hours in the Hair and Make-up trailer every day,
so I would show up to work at 4 o’clock in the morning
and I would have three people working on me to put
all the tattoos on.

LH: Thank you very much for the interview!
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